This vacancy is posted on usajobs announcement number 20-NA-KCFO-XE-00489; open 4/10/20 and closes 5/11/20. USAjobs link is https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/565317200

This position does have a positive education requirement in Engineering (801 series) or Physical Science (1301 series).

The incumbent of this position serves as Manager, Kansas City Field Office, reports directly to the NNSA Administrator, and is responsible for overall management and executive direction of technical programs, projects, and activities performed by the KCFO. The KCFO Manager also has responsibility for NNSA operations under the Kansas City National Security Campus (KCNSC) contract; a multi-year $3.25 billion dollar contract. The KCNSC is responsible for manufacturing and procuring 85% of the nation's non-nuclear weapon components. This includes operations in Kansas City, Missouri, and Albuquerque and Los Alamos, New Mexico and covers a diverse set of manufacturing and procurement activities for NNSA and national security customers. Products include electronic, mechanical, and engineered material components.

The incumbent is responsible for the administration and oversight of the performance of the Management and Operating (M&O) contract at the Field Office, direction to the support of NNSA and non-NNSA programs, and ensuring adequate safety, security, and control of operations. Additionally the incumbent implements Field Office-specific plans; manages infrastructure and facilities program execution; implements environmental, safety, health, and business management programs to ensure proper controls and oversight at the Field Office that are sensitive in nature and have the potential to impact both the Field Office and the entire NNSA enterprise. Oversees implementation of environmental, safety and health programs at the Field Office and interfaces with the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board on Field Office-specific issues.

The position is a Senior Technical Safety Manager (STSM) position and requires the incumbent to be a qualified STSM or have the ability to qualify as an STMS under the Technical Qualification Program within the timeframe specified by the program.

A DOE ‘Q’ level clearance is required.

This position is subject to SES mobility.
An historic increase in unaccompanied children (UC) referrals to ACF’s Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) has placed incredible demands on its UC Program. Due to this influx, as well as the COVID-19 pandemic which limited State-licensed bed capacity, ORR opened numerous Emergency Intake Sites to shelter UC while awaiting reunification with their sponsors in America.

ORR is soliciting interest from SES for the role of Site Director. These individuals lead diverse teams, interact with a multitude of stakeholders, and run 24/7 operations to ensure the health, safety, and well-being of UC in care while working to reunify them. This is a high-profile position. Site Directors act as principal federal representatives and liaise regularly with ORR leadership in Washington while overseeing federal staff, operations, and processes.

The position requires strong management, collaboration, and communication skills to be utilized in a constantly evolving environment. Expertise in relationship management is essential. Site Directors meet frequently with contractor leadership to communicate expectations and to ensure regulatory and contractual compliance.

A longitudinal observation of previously successful SES Site Leads demonstrates that the skillsets required to attain, and excel at, a position within SES suggests the capacity, and likelihood, to be successful within this detail.

This is a reimbursable, field-based detail. Travel, lodging, and per diem will be paid by ORR.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

Announcement No: DHRA223.0
Rotation Type: DETAIL
Title: DETAIL: SITE DIRECTOR
Location: CA
Length,(Months): 4
Required,Clearance: N/A
Agency POC: Tim Busiere - Timothy.Busiere@acf.hhs.gov (202) 961-8258

An historic increase in unaccompanied children (UC) referrals to ACF’s Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) has placed incredible demands on its UC Program. Due to this influx, as well as the COVID-19 pandemic which limited State-licensed bed capacity, ORR opened numerous Emergency Intake Sites to shelter UC while awaiting reunification with their sponsors in America.

ORR is soliciting interest from SES for the role of Site Director. These individuals lead diverse teams, interact with a multitude of stakeholders, and run 24/7 operations to ensure the health, safety, and well-being of UC in care while working to reunify them. This is a high-profile position. Site Directors act as principal federal representatives and liaise regularly with ORR leadership in Washington while overseeing federal staff, operations, and processes.

The position requires strong management, collaboration, and communication skills to be utilized in a constantly evolving environment. Expertise in relationship management is essential. Site Directors meet frequently with contractor leadership to communicate expectations and to ensure regulatory and contractual compliance.

A longitudinal observation of previously successful SES Site Leads demonstrates that the skillsets required to attain, and excel at, a position within SES suggests the capacity, and likelihood, to be successful within this detail.

This is a reimbursable, field-based detail. Travel, lodging, and per diem will be paid by ORR.
As the Director, Policy and Programs Group, CMMI, you will provide executive leadership, direction, and support for the ideation, development, implementation, and operation of innovative models of payment and health care service delivery for CMMI.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

Announcement No: DHRA2234.
Rotation Type: EXECUTIVE REASSIGNMENT/TRANSFER
Title: DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR ANIMAL DERIVED FOODS
Location: MD
Length,(Months): 0
Required,Clearance: N/A
Agency POC: Shawniece Beale - shawneice.beale@fda.hhs.gov (202-402-4394)

Posted: https://www.usajobs.gov/job/669700400
Closes: 9/8/22

The Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition (CFSAN) has the responsibility to plan, develop, and administer policies and programs related to the safety, effectiveness, and labeling of food (including dietary supplements) and cosmetic products produced or marketed in the United States. The activities of the Center have substantial impact on food and cosmetic safety and defense policies, standards, and research both nationally and internationally.
The incumbent will serve as Chief Executive Officer (CEO) for one of four service units within the Great Plains Area (Cheyenne River Health Center, Eagle Butte, SD; Pine Ridge Service Unit, Pine Ridge, SD; Rosebud Service Unit, Rosebud, SD; Turtle Mountain Service Unit, Belcourt, ND) and has overall managerial responsibility for the planning, development, organization, integration, administration and evaluation of a comprehensive health care delivery system.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE
Announcement No: DHRA2236.
Rotation Type: DETAIL
Title: CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Location: MT
Length,(Months): 4
Required,Clearance: Confidential (C)
Agency POC: Nathan Anderson - Nathan.Anderson@ihs.gov (605-681-4940)

Posted: https://www.usajobs.gov/job/672601000
Closes: 9/19/22

Are you a high-performing executive, skilled strategist, and collaborative relationship builder with an exceptional record of delivering optimal results and measurable outcomes? Are you a proven leader, an excellent communicator, and a natural motivator who views challenges as opportunities? Do you have that unique ability to recognize and cultivate talent and inspire greatness in others? If so, we may have the perfect career opportunity for you!
The incumbent will serve as Chief Executive Officer (CEO) for one of three service units within the Navajo Area (Chinle, AZ; Crownpoint, NM; Shiprock - Northern Navajo, NM) and has overall managerial responsibility for the planning, development, organization, integration, administration and evaluation of a comprehensive health care delivery system.
The incumbent will serve as Chief Executive Officer (CEO) for one of two service units within the Phoenix Area (Parker, AZ; Whiteriver, AZ) and has overall managerial responsibility for the planning, development, organization, integration, administration and evaluation of a comprehensive health care delivery system.
Current SES Rotation Announcements
as of 09/13/2022
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE
Announcement No: DHRA2239.
Rotation Type: EXECUTIVE REASSIGNMENT/TRANSFER
Title: CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER (2 VACANCIES)
Location: OK
Length,(Months): 0
Required,Clearance: N/A
Agency POC: Nathan Anderson - Nathan.Anderson@ihs.gov (605-681-4940)

Posted: https://www.usajobs.gov/job/672600700
Closes: 9/19/22

The incumbent will serve as Chief Executive Officer (CEO) for one of two service units within the Oklahoma City Area (Claremore, OK; Lawton, OK) and has overall managerial responsibility for the planning, development, organization, integration, administration and evaluation of a comprehensive health care delivery system.

Source: OPM Executive and Schedule C System (ESCS)
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is seeking a Senior Executive to serve as the Executive Director, Financial Management and Budget, located in the Immediate Office (IO) of the Assistant Secretary for Administration (ASA). HHS is ranked as one of the top large federal agencies in the 2021 Best Places to Work in the Federal Government and serves as the nation’s principal agency to enhance the health and well-being of all Americans, by providing effective health and human services and by fostering sound, sustained advances in the sciences underlying medicine, public health, and social services.

As the Executive Director, you will have the opportunity to affect positive change as an authoritative consultant while providing leadership and direction in budget administration and conducting financial analysis and evaluation for the organization. You will serve as a member of the organization's senior executive team and as a principal advisor to the ASA and senior staff in the financial management, planning, formulation, execution, and evaluation of the ASA budget programs.

In addition, you will manage a billion-dollar Service and Supply Fund (SSF) and over $20 million in appropriated funds while supporting the analysis of mandatory, revenue-based accounts, including the development of future year projected collections. As the Executive Director, you will oversee funds control and reprogramming for the ASA, including investigations and analysis of potential Anti-deficiency Act violations.

If you are interested in leaving a legacy, we are interested in talking to you. This position is open to all U.S. Citizens, the civil service, current members of the Senior Executive Service, reinstatement eligible SES, and SES Candidate Development Program Graduates.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Announcement No: DHRA2241.
Rotation Type: EXECUTIVE REASSIGNMENT/TRANSFER
Title: DEPUTY AGENCY CHIEF FOIA OFFICER
Location: DC
Length,(Months): 0
Required, Clearance: Confidential (C)
Agency POC: Gregory Stewart - Gregory.Stewart@hhs.gov (202-401-5714)

Posted: https://www.usajobs.gov/job/672727200
Closes: 9/21/22

The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs serves as Health and Human Service's principal Public Affairs Office. Leading efforts across the agency to promote transparency, accountability and access to critical public health information for the American people. The office conducts national public affairs programs, provides centralized leadership and guidance for public affairs activities, and administers the Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts.
The Assistant Director, NRMC works closely with the Director and Deputy Director for CISA to provide coordinated risk management efforts, analyses, and key services for sustaining the Nation's cyber and physical assets. In this role, the incumbent will serve as the senior expert to support CISA cyber security and critical infrastructure asset identification, assessment, and prioritization efforts in coordination with other agencies and the private sector, including any cross sector specific activities to address known threats.

The NRMC, in collaboration with federal and private sector partners, provides infrastructure consequence analysis, decision support, and modeling capabilities. Additionally, the NRMC jointly prioritizes risk, shares threat assessments, and coordinates and plans incident response efforts involving key national sector, and cross sector, cyber risk to critical infrastructure with federal and private sector partners.

The incumbent will provide executive direction and leadership strategies to provide analytical and technical support for CISA and critical infrastructure partners, informing risk management decisions to better prepare for, respond to, and recover from a threat or incident. Complex services include a robust model and simulation capability, management of applied technologies and large disparate data sets, and resilience-focused analytic products to targeted audiences. The incumbent will resolve any existing gaps in critical infrastructure integration and analysis and will collaborate with senior executives of DHS, CISA and other federal agencies for information sharing.
## DEPARTMENT OF LABOR OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL - DEPARTMENT OF LABOR OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

**Announcement No:** YTRA22001  
**Rotation Type:** EXECUTIVE REASSIGNMENT/TRANSFER  
**Title:** DEPUTY ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR INVESTIGATIONS - INVESTIGATIVE OPERATIONS  
**Location:** DC  
**Length,(Months):** 0  
**Required Clearance:** Top Secret (TS)  
**Agency POC:** Daliah Holmes - HOLMES.DALIAH@OIG.DOL.GOV (202-693-5240)  


- Responsible for assisting the Assistant Inspector General for the Office of Investigations – Labor Racketeering and Fraud with managing and directing a nationwide investigations program that may result in criminal, civil, or administrative sanctions against individuals or entities.

- Determines investigative priorities and strategies based on investigative demands, and information obtained from and the Department of Justice and other federal, state and local law enforcement partners.

- Presents complex, sensitive recommendations and findings related to investigative matters to Agency Heads, Members of Congress, Congressional Committee staff, and other stakeholders. Testifies before congressional oversight, authorizing, and appropriation committees regarding investigative activities. Serves as an expert witness on the OIG criminal investigative program at budget hearings and before Congressional committees.

- Maintains oversight of investigations, undercover operations and initiatives as well as the management of confidential funds and expenses used in conducting undercover activities. Oversees approval and registration of informants as well as the approval for consensual monitoring. Ensures compliance with policy and procedures concerning the investigative use of electronic or mechanical monitoring devices.

- Oversees the OIG Hotline, which involves the processing and disposition of complaints and assures the development of policies, procedures and systems pertaining to this function. Collaborates with other OIG components to ensure efficiency in referring Hotline allegations.

Source: OPM Executive and Schedule C System (ESCS)  
09/13/2022 12:00:01PM

Assists the Assistant Inspector General for the Office of Investigations – Labor Racketeering and Fraud (OI) with managing and directing a nationwide investigations program that may result in criminal, civil, or administrative sanctions against individuals or entities.

Oversees the execution of OI’s mission through directing the work of Headquarters Operations, including the Divisions of Digital Forensics, Administration, and Analysis and Analytics.

Exercises leadership to ensure workforce diversity in such areas as recruitment and staffing, employee development, staff assignments and communications. Provides executive oversight for all administrative and policy requirements that are exclusive to the criminal investigations workforce.

Responsible for monitoring OI's progress towards meeting organizational goals and objectives as identified by key performance indicators, negotiates adjustments to performance requirements or initiates internal adjustments towards meeting organizational goals. Provides internal performance reporting quarterly or as requested.

Develops new, and revises existing, Protocols, Memorandums of Understanding and Standard Operating Procedures to facilitate the sharing and processing of information to achieve OI and Office of Audit's goals. Reviews existing agreements to ensure OI’s practices are consistent with the agreements and to determine if amendments are necessary.
This is a REMOTE position, so the selectee can work from ANYWHERE IN THE U.S. Please share this job opportunity with anyone you know who may be interested and qualified.

About the job: The Technology Transformation Services (TTS) organization is located in GSA's Federal Acquisition Service (FAS), and its mission is to design and deliver a digital government with and for the American public. TTS works to improve the public’s experience with the government by helping federal agencies build, buy, and share technology that allows them to better serve the public.

The Deputy Director, TTS reports to the Deputy Commissioner for FAS and Director of TTS (referred to as the “Director, TTS” or ‘Director’ herein). The Deputy Director, TTS is the primary advisor to the Director, TTS on all matters pertaining to TTS programs and products and functions as the TTS Chief Operating Officer, working hand-in-hand with the Director to manage TTS programs, products, and operations, including delivery services, product development, policy development, and implementation of operating procedures and management controls. In addition, the Deputy Director represents and speaks for the Director on TTS initiatives and services with senior GSA officials, other top-level executives from public and private industry, federal agencies, Congressional representatives, the news media and other public media outlets.

About the agency: GSA has been repeatedly ranked as one of the Best Places to Work in the Federal Government and offers a wide range of benefits to its employees. Our mission is to help other Federal agencies get the job done. Our offices are located in major cities across the country and in installations overseas. For more information about GSA, please visit our website: www.gsa.gov.

This position is being advertised on the USAJOBS website and can be accessed under job announcement # 22110026. This job announcement closes on Monday, September 12, 2022 at 11:59 pm (Eastern). This job is open to All Qualified Applicants. U.S. citizenship is required. Relocation expenses are NOT authorized since this is a remote position.

To Apply:
Interested applicants must apply online and submit the following:

1. Resume (not to exceed 5 pages, including optional cover letter) which demonstrates your experience, accomplishments, training, education and awards indicating possession of the Executive Core Qualifications (ECQs) listed in this announcement. Your resume should also corroborate your possession of the Mandatory Technical Competencies (MTCs) listed in this announcement, which you must address separately in a supplemental statement as described in Item #2 below. Please do not submit separate narrative responses to address the Executive Core Qualifications.

2. Narrative statement separately addressing each of the two Mandatory Technical Competencies (MTCs) listed in the vacancy announcement. Your supplemental statement must be restricted to no more than one (1) page per MTC.
3. SES Non-Competitive Applicants must submit a complete application package and proof of SES non-competitive eligibility as noted under the 'Required Documents' section of the announcement. You are considered an SES non-competitive applicant if you are a current career SES appointee, a career SES reinstatement eligible, or a QRB certified graduate of an OPM-approved SES Candidate Development Program.

4. Current Civil Service Employee Applicants must submit an SF-50 that shows your current position title, series, grade and rate of basic pay as well as Tenure Group.

Your application will not receive consideration if you fail to submit any of the required documents.

Applications must be received by 11:59 pm (Eastern) on the closing date of Monday, September 12, 2022 to be considered for this position. Applications are only being accepted online via USAJOBS.

If you have any questions, please contact the HR Specialist handling this recruitment, Christopher Wright, at christopher.wright@gsa.gov

Thank you!
Job Opportunity ** The incumbent serves as the Director and Chief Acquisition Officer, Office of Acquisitions (ACQ) within the Office of Finance Operations and Acquisition Management (FOAM), Office of Performance Planning, and the Chief Financial Officer (OPP/CFO). This position is key to ensure SBA's acquisition, procurement, and contracting responsibilities maximize best practices and increase operational efficiencies allowing the Agency to serve the needs of small businesses. The incumbent provides executive leadership, maximizes innovation and creativity, and direction on SBA reform and oversight initiatives (i.e. the future of work), cross-cutting Agency enterprises, internal controls, cutting waste, and delivering an efficient, effective, and accountable government. HOW TO APPLY: If you are interested in this position, please submit a copy of your resume limited to 5 pages (a biography is not sufficient), SF-50 demonstrating career SES status or SESCMP certification, and a separate narrative writeup addressing the mandatory technical qualification (TQ). The writeup may not exceed two pages. TQ – 1) Demonstrated experience leading a large procurement operations organization, serving diversified organizations and functional units to deliver mission outcomes in an efficient manner that balances agency risk with operational execution needs. 2) Demonstrated experience identifying, assessing, implementing, and adapting novel approaches and concepts from outside traditional procurement practices to the Federal Civilian Procurement system that improves operations and empowers employees. Submit all information to Executive.Resources@sba.gov no later than 10/03/2022. If you have any questions, please contact the agency contact below.